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What is the question?



A story from my blog…



… and the follow up



That way you could use a rapid 
heuristic but estimate with 

confidence your chances of 
missing something.



Introducing mappers…

Sequencer

Experimenter 
Collector

Mapper
Samples Reads



…and mapping quality

All the mappers are heuristics, so they do not always get it right. The fifth column of the .sam 
format is mapping quality. It gives the probability that the location is wrong.

MAPQ 10: 1 error per 10 reads 
MAPQ 20: 1 error per 100 reads 
MAPQ 30: 1 error per 1000 reads 
…



Quite unpopular score…



… and quite unreliable

BWA (Drosophila)

Claimed mapping quality
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BWA (Human)

50 bp 
2% error

Version 0.7.9a-r786



Why is this important?

Cancer sequencing 
(mutation calling)

De novo assembly
Contaminated 

samples
“Universal” 
sequencing

David Lipman about BLAST

BWA spends 6x more time 
on reads with mapping 
quality 0. This time is wasted.



What is the problem?

What is the chance that we have at least 17 correct 
nucleotides in a row (a seed)?

Read error

What is the chance that all seeds are wrong?

Unmapped read

Wrongly mapped read



How information flows



Analytic combinatorics

Robert Sedgewick 
defends PhD 

(1975)

Donald Knuth 
analyses an 

algorithm 
(1963)

Sedgewick 
meets Flajolet 

(1977)

The 
textbook 
(2009)

Flajolet dies 
(2011)



The scientific process

Problem Translation

AnalysisSolution

Projections 
Fourier space 
Simulations 

Model organism 
etc.

Our world The “other” 
world



Analytic combinatorics

Problem

Singularity 
analysisSolution

Combinations

Generating 
functions



A construction game
... k-3k-4 k-2 k-1k-7 k-6 k-5 k

4

1 2 3
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Read error

Option #2Option #1

Read error

What is the chance that a read has a seed of size 17?



The method (example)

...
Size < 17

Singularity analysis or recurrence or Monte Carlo

Combinations of 
tuples of atoms

Sequences of 
combinations of 
tuples of atoms

Atoms

Tuples of atoms

Symbolic 
variable

(find the root of the denominator) (compute directly) (simulate)



How information overflows



A first manuscript



A second manuscript



A third manuscript



A fourth manuscript



Where we are now

Claimed MAPQ
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That’s us



What is next?

Duplicates evolve as a tree, 
their sequences are not 
statistically independent. We 
need a special method to 
count them.



Some perspective
This line of research is entirely in the academic 
‘underworld’. It started on my blog, used 
information from Coursera, Stack Overflow, and 
Roman’s podcast. 

Connections between the ideas are illogical. 

The drive is just my own taste. 

This is 7 years of research.
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